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Reasons to be cheerful 

       1,105,000 literature searches carried out, July 2016/June 2017 
 
        905,000 articles downloaded over this period 
 
        661,080 people heard the Thunderclap when we launched  
        #AMillionDecisions 
 
        Over 1 million Twitter impressions in the first 24 hours  
 
       146 volunteers involved in Knowledge for Healthcare  
        work streams through 2017 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Numbers 1,280 headcount staff – 10% in Tafs includes those in the current leadership project groups. I have only counted people once as some people are on multiple groups.Further breakdown of the 146 shows:CILIP x1HEIs x2PHE x 5NICE x 3NHS England x1NHS Digital x 1Charities x 2Public libraries (Society of Chief Librarians) x 1Kings Fund x1
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HEE 

CILIP 

PHE 

HEIs 

SCL 
NIHR 

NICE 

The  
Reading  
Agency 

Our aim is to mobilise the 
knowledge of healthcare 
staff and organisations as 
well as to ensure the use 
of evidence from research 
across the Service 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A programme of work-streams; each fully aligned and connected with other relevant HEE programmes  such as the Quality FrameworkA busy period of activityService Transformation now being done by all locally and nationally, it underpins all we do.The Carter review identifies the need for national capability and capacity to help trusts identify the opportunities to achieve productivity, realise efficiency savings and improve the quality of care. Librarians and knowledge specialists have a pivotal role to play through mobilising knowledge and evidence effectively.  This is why Knowledge Management is a priority area for 2016/17
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Mobilising Evidence and Knowledge: 
Achievements in 2017  

The services you offer, day in, day out 
 
Launching and promoting HEE’s Policy  
 
High-profile champions supporting #AMillionDecisions 
 
Launch of a Board self-assessment tool to use with executives 
 
KM Toolkit becomes business as usual 
 
KM projects delivered as part of Leadership Programmes 
 
Training to boost confidence in KM approaches 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further information about leadership programme projects on KM Toolkit on KfH BlogKM projects delivered as part of Leadership Programmes – innovations database;  research repositories;  guidelines, policies and proceduresYorkshire and Humber one of first to cascade - may be a good time to revisit – webinars about individual tools and techniques on the KfH Blog
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2018 Priorities for this work stream 

High-level engagement to gather support for the Policy 
 
 
Update and expand the KM postcards and e-learning 
suite of tools and techniques 
 
 
Take the Board self-assessment tool into selected 
national organisations which do not currently have LKS 
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Ways to get involved    

Use the tools and techniques from the KM toolkit;  
Enable your colleagues to share their learning’ 
Use the self-assessment tool with your top-team 
 
 
Promote HEE’s Policy for NHS library & knowledge services 
 
 
Continue to share stories of your impact on  #AMillionDecisions 
 
 

Contact your local Knowledge Management Facilitator 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joint chairChair of the Mobilising Evidence and Knowledge Group  louise.goswami@nhs.netLocal KM Facilitator – Dom and ?
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Celebrating the Impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the case studies bring you back to the patient which is central to all we do
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Quality and Impact: Achievements 2017  

Developing the Evaluation Framework 

Impact and Metrics Case Study Banks 

Integration into the updating of the Learning Development 
Agreement for 2018/19 

 

The Embedded/Clinical Librarians Impact Project –  

500 people have completed surveys received 

 

The Sally Hernando Innovation Awards 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Embedded/Clinical Librarians Impact Project –  500 people have completed surveys received5 of the Top 10 came from the North 
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Quality and Impact: Priorities for 2018  

Piloting new LKS Quality Standards  
 
Implementation of the Evaluation Framework 
 
The Innovations Awards 2018 
 
Focus on User Satisfaction and User Needs 
 
Leadership project working on a toolkit and minimum 
dataset for local data 
 
Get involved by helping to develop and pilot the 
Evaluation Framework and processes 
 
Clare.Edwards@hee.nhs.uk  
Chair of the Quality and Impact Group  
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Piloting new LKS Quality Standards Implementation of the Evaluation FrameworkThe Innovations Awards 2018A Focus on User Satisfaction and User NeedsLeadership Group development of a toolkit and recommended minimum data set to enable LKS staff to collect local staffing, financial and activity data

mailto:Clare.Edwards@hee.nhs.uk
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Celebrating the Impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example of local impact of your services this time evidence provided contributed to reduced risk and cost savings
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Patient and Public Information: 
Achievements 2017  

Memorandum of Understanding signed with Society of Chief 
Librarians (Digital and Health offers) and The Reading Agency 

 

Developing guidance around the local, regional and national 
drivers for our role in Patient and Public health information 

 

Ideas Bank 

 

CPD : training ref. Patient and Public health information 

 

Expanding Health Information Week 2017 from West Midlands 
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Priorities for 2018 

Focus on the health literacy skills and awareness of 
the health workforce 

 

Link into Making Every Contact Count 

 

Develop local partnerships, building on MoU with 
Society of Chief Librarians and The Reading Agency 

 

Promote Health Information Week 2-8 July 2018 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is about enabling the frontline professionals to identify health literacy issues for patients and carers, as well as developing their own health literacy.
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Patient and Public Information:  
Ways to get involved 

 

Raise awareness of quality standards; provide 
evidence for high-quality patient information 

 

Sign-post to high-quality and accessible patient and 
public information 

 

Take part in Health Information Week 2-8 July 2018; 
working in partnerships with public libraries 

 
ruth.carlyle@hee.nhs.uk 
Chair of Patient and Public Information working group 
 

mailto:ruth.carlyle@hee.nhs.uk
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Celebrating the Impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a workforce we make an impact on quality of patient care – here is another local example.  Dementia strategy informed by knowledge and evidence mobilised by a librarian
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Resource Discovery 

Achievements 2017 
 
     STEP online information skills 

modules 
 
     Current awareness collaboration 

portal 
 
     Public Health toolkit 
 
     Copyright First Responders 

 

Priorities 2018 
     Determine our national content 

procurement strategy for the new 
national collection 2019 - 

 
     Determine national discovery 

strategy:  How to optimise 
discoverability of NHS-funded 
content? 

 
      Further streamlining of library 

management systems  
      & document supply 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of Service Transformation and Resource Discovery becoming business as usualthe STEP online information skills modules  - 7 modules, 3 launching w/b 20 Nov, 3 more before Christmas, 1 in Jan – generic modules for LKS to use to extend/augment training offer·         the current awareness collaboration portal – http://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/current-awareness/  a ‘by librarians, for librarians’ resource -  find a bulletin, share a bulletin, find a collaborator – don’t duplicate effort·         the public health toolkit – http://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/public-health-toolkit/ - for LKS wishing to support public health staff - developed in collaboration with PHE with those who have had success in this area·         the Copyright First Responders – on a mission to ensure we use copyright licence and legislation to help – not hinder – sharing (could add some Leadership programme project outputs here e.g. the institutional repositories toolkit?)PrioritiesDetermining our national content procurement strategy – need new national collection for 2019-21 – based on strategy informed by understanding of existing local and collaborative procurement, investment being made by partners, trends in open access publishing etcDetermining our national discovery strategy – HDAS has lasted well, but both technology and user expectations continue to develop – how do we optimise discoverability of NHS-funded content?
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Resource Discovery: ways to get involved 

If you are interested in: 
 
•  reviewing new products 
•  testing search interfaces 
•  field work 
•  desk research  
•  blue-sky thinking  
 
in relation to technology and systems – then we need you!   

 
helen.bingham@hee.nhs.uk  
Chair of the Resource Discovery Group   
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
need technically minded people who like fiddling under the bonnet and/or fancy themselves as futurists! 

mailto:helen.bingham@hee.nhs.uk
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Celebrating the Impact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While 13 sleeps to Christmas – and as a patient you really don’t get much uninterrupted sleep on a ward Great to see this example of mobilising evidence - one of the Impact case Studies from  Yorkshire and Humber.  Evidence to support bid leading to research that improves quality of patient experience – starts with a librarian mobilising evidence
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Workforce Planning and Development: 
Achievements in 2017  

CILIP-HEE Leadership 
development programme  

 

HEE-Leadership Academy 
Senior Librarian Leadership 
Development Programme 

 

Talent management toolkit 

 

 

Learning Zone fully established 

Development Needs Analysis 

Training:  

Summarising & synthesising 
evidence 

KM tools and techniques  

Patient information 

Round-table: library schools 

Resources for role redesign 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CILIP-HEE Leadership development programme: Cohort 1: 23 Cohort 2: 24HEE-Leadership Academy Senior Librarian Leadership Development Programme: Cohort 1: 15
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The health library workforce: plans for 2018   

Senior leadership programme – 2nd cohort 
 
Conversations and resources for employers 
 
Mergers and amalgamations toolkit 
 
Using the Development Needs Assessment  2017 to 
shape workforce development 
 
Engagement 
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Personal professional development opportunities   

 
David.Stewart@nhs.net  
Chair of Workforce Planning and Development Group 

Develop our own skills and knowledge and support the team: 
       PKSB for Health  

Learning Zone 
Talent Management Toolkit 

 
Use new skills gained in 2017  
eg. synthesising & summarising; KM; patient information 
 
 
Participate in professional networks; give our feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Become a member of a standing group looking after the Learning Zone or take part as a member of a task and finish group – great for networking

mailto:David.Stewart@nhs.net
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Shared Priorities for 2018 
Getting the evidence out; mobilising knowledge  
 
Health literacy of the NHS workforce  
 
Resource discovery  
 
 
Listening  

Keep track via the Blog: http://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listening into the changing priorities of their organisationHEE listening to them

http://kfh.libraryservices.nhs.uk/
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Merry Christmas 

Knowledge for Healthcare:  
a cause for celebration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you to you all – We have much to celebrateBest wishes for the festive season
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